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Abstract

The objective of this study was to compare head impact data acquired with an impact monitoring 

mouthguard (IMM) to the video-observed behavior of athletes’ post-collision relative to their pre-

collision behaviors. A total of n=83 college and high school American football players wore the 

IMM and were video-recorded over 260 athlete-exposures. Ex-athletes and clinicians reviewed the 

video in a two-step process and categorized abnormal post-collision behaviors according to 

previously published Obvious Performance Decrement (OPD) definitions. Engineers qualitatively 

reviewed datasets to check head impact and non-head impact signal frequency and magnitude. The 

ex-athlete reviewers identified 2305 head impacts and 16 potential OPD impacts, 13 of which 

were separately categorized as Likely-OPD impacts by the clinical reviewers. All 13 Likely-OPD 

impacts were in the top 1% of impacts measured by the IMM (ranges 40–100g, 3.3–7.0 m/s and 

35–118 J) and 12 of the 13 impacts (92%) were to the side or rear of the head. These findings 

require confirmation in a larger data set before proposing any type of OPD impact magnitude or 

direction threshold exists. However, OPD cases in this study compare favorably with previously 

published impact monitoring studies in high school and college American football players that 

looked for OPD signs, impact magnitude and direction. Our OPD findings also compare well with 

NFL reconstruction studies for ranges of concussion and sub-concussive impact magnitudes in 

side/rear collisions, as well as prior theory, analytical models and empirical research that suggest a 

directional sensitivity to brain injury exists for single high-energy impacts.

Keywords

Concussion; American football; Head impact sensor; Mouthguard; Video review; Obvious 
performance decrement
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INTRODUCTION

Millions participate yearly in contact sports in the United States. Hundreds of thousands of 

these athletes sustain concussions (CDC, 2011; Langlois et al., 2006), yet due to subjective 

symptom disclosure, a lack of objective diagnostic criteria, poor athlete concussion 

knowledge or purposeful withholding of symptomology, approximately 50% of concussions 

go undiagnosed and unreported (McCrea et al., 2004; Kerr et al., 2018; Kerr et al., 2016; 

Kerr et al., 2014). There are increasing concerns about the potential negative consequences 

of acute concussion and accumulation of head impact doses on neurologic health (Rowson et 

al. 2019; Stemper et al., 2018; Danshevar et al., 2011; Plassman et al., 2000; Jordan BD, 

2000; McKee et al., 2009; Omalu et al., 2005; Guskiewicz et al., 2005; Omalu et al., 2010; 

Guskiewicz et al., 2007; Arbogast et al., 2013; Cantu RC, 1998; Cantu & Gean, 2010; 

Thomas et al., 2011.) Accurate and precise (e.g. low uncertainty) head impact monitoring 

data from helmet-based and body-worn sensors provide a platform to inform our 

understanding of the relationship between single head impact doses, accumulation of head 

impact doses and resulting effects on neurologic function.

American football impact monitoring dates back to Col. John Paul Stapp in the 1970’s, with 

later decades experimenting with a variety of instrumented bite-blocks, helmets, headbands, 

skin patches, mouthguards and the like (Foust 1978, Duma et al. 2005, Greenwald et al. 

2008, Funk et al. 2011, Camarillo et al. 2013, Rowson et al. 2013, Patton 2016, O’Connor et 

al. 2016, Wu et al. 2018, Kuo et al. 2018). In the past decade, researchers have challenged 

sensor technologies to increase measurement trustworthiness so that new possibilities of 

analyzing specific head impact(s) and impact-specific decisions can be realized: “accurate 
measures of individual exposure will yield a direct estimate of the human tolerance” 

(Meaney et al. 2014), “as more accurate sensors are designed…” (Elliott et al. 2015), “valid 
methods of measuring the direction and severity of on-field head impacts are needed” 

(Siegmund et al. 2016) and sensors “may not consistently record head impacts or forces 
transmitted to the brain” (Harmon et al. 2019). In addition to low uncertainty kinematics 

estimates, qualitative video confirmation of head impacts has gained traction in the past few 

years as being very useful to pair with impact monitoring data (Bartsch et al. 2014, 

Hendricks et al. 2016, Makdissi & Davis 2016a, Makdissi & Davis 2016b, Press & Rowson 

2017, Gardner et al. 2017, Kuo et al. 2018, Echemendia et al. 2018, Bruce et al. 2018, 

Gardner et al. 2018a, Lessley et al. 2018, Gardner et al. 2018b, Davis et al. 2019, Bartsch et 

al. 2019a, Bartsch 2019b, Kieffer et al. 2019, Bartsch et al. 2020a, Bartsch et al. 2020b (in 

press), Elbin et al. 2020, Patton et al. 2020, Zuckerman et al. 2020). An emerging benefit of 

such video reviews is that objective visible signs (VS) such as motor incoordination, lying 

motionless, impact seizure, among others can be documented (Bruce et al. BJSM 2017 

NHL).

First done by the Australian Football League (AFL), clinicians have aimed to combine VS 

observations with head impact mechanisms to see if concussion diagnostic accuracy can be 

improved by more precisely identifying athletes who merit observation (Makdissi & Davis 

2016a, b). In the past few years as a result of the new appreciation for VS video 

observations, professional leagues like the National Football League (NFL), National Rugby 

League (NRL) and National Hockey League (NHL) have followed suit by enacting measures 
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to try and identify at-risk athletes using video review and live-game spotters (Elbin et al. 

2020, Zuckerman et al. 2020). In American football specifically, an NFL study found that 

74% of players with diagnosed concussions had at least one post-impact VS on video, 

though the concussion diagnostic sensitivity and specificity for VS from video alone were 

73% and 65%, respectively(Elbin et al. 2020).

The objective of this study was to compare head impact data acquired with an impact 

monitoring mouthguard (IMM) to the video-observed behavior of athletes’ post-collision 

relative to their pre-collision behaviors. Abnormal post-collision behaviors were noted 

according to Obvious Performance Decrement (OPD), which was based off definitions 

proposed by Davis et al. 2019. We sought to quantify the range and percentile rank of the 

impact kinematics measured by the IMM for the OPD impacts in comparison to the non-

OPD impacts.

METHODS

Study Plan

The Study consisted of several components. First, athletes were consented and instrumented 

with an impact monitoring mouthguard. Then, during gameplay, instrumented athletes were 

video recorded. Afterwards the videos were scrutinized by two ex-Athlete Reviewers and 

potential collision, and head impact, timepoints identified. Athlete Reviewers also noted any 

timepoints where the players sustained potential OPD impact(s). After the Athlete Review 

was done, a panel of Clinician Reviewers examined and rated the potential OPD impacts. 

Engineers then reviewed kinematic traces from the IMM of the top 30 verified head impacts, 

inclusive of all OPD impacts, as well as all head impacts for any potential OPD player 

during the game, spot checks for another 1–2% of verified head impacts for non-OPD 

players and dozens of datasets from non-head impact events. Finally, the video-confirmed 

head impacts were paired by their timestamps to the engineer-reviewed kinematic data 

traces.

On-Field Data

The Institutional Review Board at the Medical College of Wisconsin approved all protocols. 

The IMM was a prototype Generation 1.3 wireless 3a3ω accelerometer and gyroscope-based 

data acquisition system (DAQ) hermetically sealed inside an athletics mouthguard. The DAQ 

included kinematic sensors with sufficient range and bandwidth to estimate skull motion 

during impact (ADXL372, Analog Devices, Boston MA; BMG250, Bosch, Gerlingen 

Germany), on-board firmware for data transform from teeth to head center of gravity (CG), 

nonvolatile flash memory for storage, wireless rechargeable battery and wireless data offload 

using Bluetooth low energy. While the IMM outputs six degree of freedom kinematic time 

traces, only scalar peak linear acceleration change (PLA), scalar peak angular acceleration 

change (PAA), scalar peak linear velocity change (PLV), scalar peak angular velocity change 

(PAV), kinetic energy transfer based on change in linear and angular velocities (KET) and 

impact location are reported according to an analytical head impact model from Bartsch et 

al. 2014. Linear peak kinematics are at the CG and the PLA has been found to be within 4% 
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of Reference ((Tyson et al. 2018), Liu et al. 2020 (submitted)). Additional details on the 

IMM data acquisition can be found in the APPENDIX.

A total of 83 athletes wore the IMM during video-recorded American football games from 

Fall 2019. The athlete distribution was 1% Division I college, 63% Division III college and 

36% High School. There were 260 athlete-exposures (AE), with one AE being defined as an 

athlete wearing the IMM in a video-recorded game. Because the IMM system was being 

deployed for the first time at scale, the first few months of data collection presented 

challenges for the Study Team. For some early season games the amount of data collected 

exceeded the capacity of data transmission from the IMM through a local hub to the 

cloud.For some games acquiring video of the entire field of play was not possible. There 

were also athletes who aggressively chewed on the IMM and broke the internal hardware 

during a game. Due to these technical issues, the large number of athletes instrumented and 

the frequency of data collection, some early season data was incomplete. Later in the season 

the system ease-of-use, and concept of operations, improved greatly.

Ex-Athlete Video Reviewers

For the initial video review, this study utilized two reviewers who were former athletes, with 

at least 10 years of American football training, experienced in video breakdown of dozens of 

American football games, knowledge about movement norms of each playing position, 

expected normal player behavior for each type of play and a personal understanding of what 

typically happens on the field during normal and high-energy plays for high school and 

college American football.

The athlete reviewers were first provided continuous time-stamped video of at least 30 

frames per second, at least 1024x768 resolution and at least 720i format with synchronous 

time as the IMM (using a free app Timestamp Camera, available on the Apple Store), and 

reviewed video together to ensure they found collisions sequences likely to have head 

impacts for every athlete during the entire game. A collision sequence is broadly defined as 

any play which could have head impact(s), where an athlete appears to collide one or more 

times with another player or the field, such as a lineman who collides with two different 

players within a few seconds. Players were also observed on the sideline to quantify any out-

of-play impacts. A sideline view was taken of players during on-field action, and if 

necessary, additional video sources such as Hudl or team-uploads to YouTube were mined to 

confirm collisions or to view collisions from a different angle. The athlete reviewers first 

agreed whether it looked like a collision occurred during the play according to methods 

established by Kuo et al. (2018), and second whether after an athlete was involved in a 

collision, that there was clear visual evidence of an abnormal player reaction which we 

called Obvious Performance Decrement (OPD). Each athlete reviewer recorded their own 

opinion of the OPD cases, including situations where they disagreed with each other. These 

comments are provided in the APPENDIX. The immediate incapacitation and altered 

balance and/or movement coordination OPD reactions were based on the consensus visible 

sign definitions from Davis et al. 2019, and included additional football-specific atypical 

post-impact behaviors:

1. Immediate incapacitation
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• Potential loss of consciousness, lying motionless>2sec*

• Fencing response

• Tonic posturing*

• Decorticate primitive reflex*

• Falls to ground in unprotected manner*

• Blank/vacant look*

2. Altered balance and/or movement coordination

• Slow-to-get up*

• Gross motor instability*

• Functional disturbance - Staggering/stumbling/tripping/falling*

• Movement - slow/labored/abnormal/unstable

3. Atypical post-impact behavior

• Clutches head

• Confusion/disorientation

• Irregular sport-related actions – lines up in wrong position, incorrect 

playing style (runs away from contact), playing style gives opponent 

obvious advantage (blocks wrong team), unsure of location on field, 

unsure of where bench is

• Player seeks out sideline caregivers

• Teammate seeks out sideline caregivers on player’s behalf

*indicates consensus visible signs defined by Davis et al. 2019

For games where any player exhibited potential OPD behavior the reviewers re-reviewed all 

collisions for the athlete during the game to confirm OPD behavior. The video review 

summaries are provided in the APPENDIX. After the video reviews and OPD double-checks 

were done, the athlete reviewers were provided time stamped IMM data and the comparison 

between video review and IMM-measured impacts was initiated. Obvious IMM non-head 

impact and data without corresponding video were removed (e.g. before game, between 

plays, halftime, after game, between quarters, on sideline).

After the season was over, both athlete reviewers re-reviewed the top 1% of IMM-reported 

impact magnitudes (whether a potential OPD impact or not) and confirmed visual findings 

in a similar method to Stemper et al. (2018).

Clinician Video Review

Videos that included potential OPD player reactions were then reviewed by a panel of 

clinician experts – one NFL video spotter, one NFL sideline physician, two NFL unaffiliated 

neurological consultants and three athletic trainers with 10+ years of American football 
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experience – to confirm whether the video reviewers’ identification of potential OPD aligned 

with clinician findings. Clinicians developed majority consensus on whether impacts looked 

like No OPD, Questionable OPD and Likely OPD. The Likely OPD cases were ones that all 

clinicians were certain that the athlete’s post-collision behavior on video fit into the OPD 

operational definitions. The Questionable OPD cases were ones where most clinicians 

thought it was plausible that video showed OPD behavior, but they could not tell for certain. 

The No OPD cases were ones where most clinicians felt the athlete’s pre- and post-collision 

behavior had zero OPD behavior on video.

Engineer Time Trace Review

After video reviews were done, two engineers confirmed kinematic data quality for the top 

1% of impacts based on Bartsch et al. (2014). To verify the thoroughness of the video 

reviews, spot checks were also done for another 1–2% of impact data sets selected at random 

across the distribution to ensure qualitative video findings agreed with IMM-reported head 

impact dose kinematics. Dozens of video-reported non-head impact events were also 

examined to confirm their lack of conformance to a head impact model (e.g. high noise, high 

frequency content, non-impact motion).

Data Analysis

Statistical analyses for the video-verified IMM data included summarizing percentage of 

impacts by location on the head, providing summary distributions by percentage of head 

impact severity for PLA, PAA, PLV, PAV and KET, and analyzing the top 1% and 5% of 

impacts for potential OPD cases.

RESULTS

Out of a total of 63,238 IMM data sets collected (roughly 240 per A-E), after combining 

video reviewer a total of n=2305 head impacts were confirmed. There were 1716 head 

impacts (74%) with PLA>10g and 589 head impacts (26%) with PLA<10g. There were no 

cases of a video-reported collision sequence where there was no IMM data (e.g. false 

negative head impact measurement). About 60,000 non-head impact data sets were removed 

because of the video review.

The summary distribution of head impacts by estimated CG PLA >10g (n=1716) is 

displayed in Figure 1a. Like the PLA distribution, the PAA, PLV, PAV and KET had 

distributions skewed toward lower magnitudes and are shown in Figure 1b–e. By impact 

location, Figure 1f, 67% were to the front, 20% were to the sides and 13% were to the back 

of the head. The top 1% of rounded head impact peaks were PLA >50g, PLV >4m/s, PAA 

>4,000rad/s2, PAV >20rad/s and KET>40J.

All OPD impacts identified by the ex-Athlete reviewers occurred in the top 2% of impacts 

by PLV. For these impacts, Reviewer #1 identified 14 impacts as OPD, while Reviewer #2 

identified 15 impacts as OPD. Thirteen of these OPD impacts were common to both 

reviewers. After final review by the clinical experts, 13 impacts were classified as Likely 

OPD, 2 impacts as Questionable OPD and 16 impacts as No OPD. See Table 1 for video 

review summary, and Table A1 for complete video review details of the top 30 impacts by 
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PLV. All potential OPD impacts flagged by non-clinician reviewers were within the top 5% 

by impact magnitudes.

For side and rear impacts, twelve of the top fifteen (12/15, 80%) events (PLA range 40–

100g, PAA range 1,700–5,000rad/s2, PLV range 3.3–7.0m/s, PAV range 15–30rad/s, KET 

range 34–118J) resulted in clinician-classified Likely OPD, see Table 2 and Figures 2a–b. 

There were two Likely OPD cases – one to the side and one to the rear – where the athletes 

appeared to lose consciousness and were lying motionless on the field. For frontal impacts, 

one of the top fifteen (1/15, 7%) events (PLA 62g, PAA 2,529rad/s2, PLV 4.0m/s, PAV 

9rad/s, KET 38J), resulted in Likely OPD.

DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to characterize head impact kinematics associated with OPD in 

college and high school football players using video-verified head impact data collected 

using an impact monitoring mouthguard

There were 15 impacts – less than 1% of the 2305 video verified impacts – flagged by non-

clinician video reviewers as potential OPD. Clinician reviewers decided that 13 of these 

impacts were ‘Likely OPD’ and 2 were ‘Questionable OPD’. The OPD impacts in this study 

compared favorably to previously published data on OPD (aka “No-Go”) events (Bartsch et 

al. 2019a, Bartsch et al. 2019b, Bartsch et al. 2020a, Bartsch et al. 2020b). That previous 

work found that 100% (8/8) of the OPD cases in American football occurred to the side and 

rear of the head, and that these impacts were all in the top 1% by PLA, PLV and KET impact 

magnitude, approximately 50–90g, 3–7m/s and 40–120J, respectively.

The consistency between the OPD impact magnitudes and locations in the current study and 

in prior studies could inform future concussion surveillance. In particular, the NFL has for 

several years used clinical video reviewers and clinical gameplay observers to identify single 

head impacts in real-time when athletes appear affected and reported that 74% of concussed 

players had a visible sign (Zuckerman et al. 2020). Being able to also provide observers with 

reliable head impact kinematics data and a sense of how an impact’s magnitude and location 

relates to OPD events could be helpful. Reliable data could also ensure that all athletes who 

sustain a large head impact – whether initially unnoticed by observers, seen to be OPD on 

video, diagnosed concussive, or with no ultimate clinical findings – be more readily 

identified and potentially evaluated. Reliance on video surveillance or head impact 

monitoring systems alone, however, should not be considered a sufficient replacement for 

clinical observation and evaluation.

When comparing OPD impacts observed in this study to the NFL concussion biomechanics 

reconstruction studies (Newman et al. 2000a, Newman et al. 2000b, Pellman et al. 2003 

Neurosurgery), the results are quite interesting. First, those authors pointed out that seminal 

early work by Stapp et al. (1961) and Patrick et al. (1965) estimated the human tolerance to 

padded head impacts in the range of PLA 40–80g. While not definitive, most of our OPD 

impact magnitudes fall within this PLA range. Second, the NFL reconstruction authors’ 

estimated ranges of concussion-causing PLA, PLV and KET to the side/rear were 50–140g, 
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4–10m/s and 40–250J, and non-concussion impacts to side/rear to be 20–80g, 3–6m/s and 

20–80J, respectively. The OPD impacts we collected in this study were mostly at the median 

or lower of the NFL concussion-causing ranges, and at the median or higher of the NFL 

non-concussion ranges. This makes sense: in American football collisions the NFL data 

likely supply an upper bound on human tolerance to side/rear high energy impacts.

The NFL laboratory reconstruction authors also thought that concussion/mild TBI in their 

impacts occurred mainly from high energy lateral, oblique and rear head impacts and that 

the head might be more sensitive to lateral than to frontal impacts. Several other authors 

have published similar thoughts and experimental data to support brain directional 

sensitivity ideas over many decades (Holbourn et al. 1943, Gennarelli et al. 1987, McIntosh 

et al. 2000, Zhang et al. 2001, Kleiven 2003, Kleiven 2005, McIntosh et al. 2014, Elkin et al. 

2019). Based on our current study, and the published IMM data and video review OPD 

findings, we may be observing in the ‘living laboratory’ that the brain does, in fact, have a 

directional sensitivity to the highest energy side and rear impacts. Between this study and 

the previously published IMM data (Bartsch et al. 2019a, Bartsch et al. 2019b, Bartsch et al. 

2020a, Bartsch et al. 2020b), 95% of OPD impacts were to the side/rear despite only 35% of 

all video-verified impacts occurring to the side/rear of the head.

Explanations for observed OPD directional sensitivity may be related to kinetic and 

structural mechanisms. One explanation may be mass/inertia dependent; when a subject is 

aware of an oncoming impact like in a frontal blow, they may brace and thereby engage a 

larger effective mass to attenuate the impact. This would result in a lower acceleration and 

velocity change, and lower energy transfer to the brain. When a subject sustains a side or 

rear impact, they may not be able to brace in the same manner and there could be a larger 

acceleration/velocity change, and energy transfer to the brain. Video-verified collisions 

showed several athletes who sustained impacts where bracing would have been very 

difficult, when an unprotected head-to-ground impact occurred. Another potential 

mechanism may be dependent on the anatomic location for different brain function. Side and 

rear impacts may have a greater effect on areas of the brain which regulate vestibular-ocular, 

vestibular-spinal, and ocular-motor functions. Impairment of these functions would be more 

likely to result in OPDs observable during video review. Alternatively, frontal impacts may 

have a greater effect on areas of the brain which regulate functions such as emotion, 

language, and personality which would be less likely to result in OPDs and therefore not 

observed during video review.

We acknowledge the limited understanding of the mechanistic basis for OPD, impact 

magnitude and impact direction. Pairing OPD video observations with low-uncertainty 

impact monitoring data is not a clinical panacea at this point. We believe tying together 

impact dosing with OPD observations is an important step toward accurately quantifying 

head impact dose-response relationships. In the future, it is hoped that use of good quality 

impact monitoring data may lead to more targeted clinical efforts to oversee athlete impact 

doses.

Regarding the rest of the data, the two Reviewers video-verified head impacts in games in 

n=83 American football players over 260 AE. A total of 2305 impacts were video verified, 
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with 1716 having PLA greater than 10g. For PLA<10g the Reviewers video-confirmed 589 

inertial and/or head contacts that appeared ‘small’ on video. Based on these results, we think 

there were likely many hundreds – or thousands – of additional minor inertial/head contacts 

collected by the IMM with PLA <10g but were not notable to record as such by the 

Reviewers. Because of the immense work that would have been required to re-review the 

videos to extract all of the PLA<10g events, and the fact that head motions in this range are 

on par with activities of daily living, we decided it was not necessary to re-review videos for 

PLA<10g. In the future if head impact doses with PLA<10g demonstrate engineering or 

clinical importance, we may go back and re-review the videos to extract all these types of 

minor head motion events.

The PLA>10g distributions shown in Figure 1, with the top 1% of impacts occurring above 

approximately 50g, were like American football distributions published previously using a 

similar data collection and video reviewer methodology (Bartsch et al. 2019a, Bartsch et al. 

2020a). While individual athlete and positional impact distribution variances no doubt 

existed and were obscured by reporting of individual impacts as part of a population 

distribution, the results shown in Figure 1 confirmed that the impact dosing was consistent 

between the current study and prior research. Also, the range of impact magnitudes, as well 

as impact locations confirmed that on-field data in this study fell within the ranges of 

calibration from the laboratory with the exception that the Virginia Tech Sensor 5 laboratory 

tests in the APPENDIX did not calibrate the IMM response to facemask impacts. However, 

facemask impact calibrations have been published elsewhere (Bartsch et al. 2014, Hedin et 

al. 2016, Bartsch et al. 2019a, Bartsch et al. 2020a, Domel et al. 2020-submitted) and the 

impacts collected in this study fell within the published facemask calibration ranges.

Because of a lack of trusted reference in the ‘living laboratory’, video and impact 

monitoring results carry a degree of doubt. Video review has a qualitative and subjective 

nature since players can block the view, images can be blurry and the main velocity change 

of the head occurs in about 15 ms, while the typical video camera captures a frame every 15 

to 30 ms. Head impact monitoring data is subject to difficulties of confirming high signal-

noise ratio in the ‘living laboratory’. Ensuring sufficient coupling to the skull is necessary, as 

well as engineering quality checks of data to confirm reported impact doses are physically 

realistic. Although video observations and impact dose estimates have some degree of doubt 

when each is viewed in isolation and without consideration of the other, their utility 

increases when both data sources are combined. If one can reliably determine when an 

impact monitor is, and is not, firmly coupled to the teeth then it becomes easier to tie impact 

dose data to video observations. Likewise, if one is able to check impact severities relative to 

what the sensor reports – e.g. a “small” sensor impact ought to look small and a “large” 

sensor impact should look large – on video prior to examining kinematic data traces, then 

some level of trust can be developed for both the video and monitoring methods, even when 

one of them has lower signal-noise ratio. Finally, a good check on the method is to do a 

laboratory reconstruction of impacts. If data and video agree, then the reconstruction should 

be straightforward. If not, then the reconstruction could be extremely difficult or impossible, 

and a re-analysis of both data and video quality are merited.
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One study limitation is that the KET estimate does not reflect the true change in kinetic 

energy due to the impact. While the PLV and PAV reflect the absolute velocity changes, the 

total kinetic energy change is unknown because we do not know the initial linear or angular 

velocity of the athlete’s head. However, the KET – and potentially the rate of energy change 

– provides a simple way to quantify the combined effects of linear and rotational changes in 

a single metric, can be easily replicated in lab testing, and have been used by other authors 

to indicate the overall impact dosing (Newman et al. 2000a, Pellman et al. 2003). And the 

KET estimate can also provide a simple to grasp cumulative impact dose quantifier, since 

summing energy or power has an easier to grasp physical basis than summing peaks of 

acceleration or complex risk function outputs. This is one area where computational 

simulation may help us understand the effects of an inaccurate KET estimate on potential 

injury risk. Pre-impact velocity conditions can be modified virtually to quantify differences 

in brain stress and strain.

Another limitation of this study is that observing an OPD impact on video does not 

constitute a clinical diagnosis or take the place of a clinical exam for an athlete observed 

with concussion signs and symptoms. Additionally, on-field OPDs may be associated with 

very acute disturbances and/or low-level deficits that do not exceed the thresholds for 

clinically diagnosable concussion, or other non-concussion-related injuries. Therefore, the 

validity of an OPD observation with respect to a clinical concussion diagnosis remains 

unknown. Concussion reporting subjectivity is a well-known issue (Baugh et al., 2019). So it 

is possible that historical concussion tolerance and/or concussion risk curves, most of which 

have not been able to tie a specific impact on video to a clinically observed sign or 

symptom, are based on semi-random subject reporting. This poor connection between the 

injury and the impact that caused the injury could reveal the real benefit of our OPD analysis 

– we have attempted to remove subjective self-reporting and instead provide a more 

objective method for identifying impacts that could result in higher risk of an injury. For 

these reasons, in future work we aim to notify study staff soon after a high-energy head 

impact is recorded and start to link the impact kinematics to quantifiable clinical findings 

and diagnoses for injured and uninjured athletes alike.

In conclusion, we found that the highest energy side and rear impacts to the head were 

associated with abnormal post-collision behaviors in 83 college and high school American 

football players. Athlete and clinical reviewers categorized abnormal post-collision 

behaviors according to Obvious Performance Decrement (OPD) definitions, finding 

evidence of Likely OPD in 13 of 2305 video-verified head impacts measured with an impact 

monitoring mouthguard system. These 13 Likely-OPD impacts were all in the top 1% of 

impacts when ranked by magnitude, and fell in the ranges of 40–100g, 3.3–7.0m/s and 35–

118J. These findings require confirmation in a larger data set before proposing any injury 

thresholds for OPD impacts.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1a. 
Distribution of n=1716 video-verified head impacts with Peak CG Linear Acceleration 

(PLA) >10g from current study.
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Fig. 1b. 
Peak Angular Acceleration (PAA) head impact distribution.
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Fig. 1c. 
Peak Linear Velocity (PLV) head impact distribution.
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Fig. 1d. 
Peak Angular Velocity (PAV) head impact distribution.
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Fig. 1e. 
Estimated Kinetic Energy Transfer (KET) head impact distribution.
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Fig. 1f. 
Head impact locations for current study.
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Fig. 2a. 
Video-verified impacts (hollow squares) and clinician verified ‘Questionable’ (filled 

diamonds) and ‘Likely’ OPD impacts (filled circles) as quantified by PLA and PAA.
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Fig. 2b. 
Video-verified impacts (hollow squares) and clinician verified Questionable (filled 

diamonds) and Likely OPD impacts (filled circles) as quantified by PLV and PAV.
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Table 1.

Summary of top 30 head impacts by PLV with OPD observations from video. Non-clinician reviewers 

identified impacts as OPD or No OPD. An additional 2295 impacts were also classified by video reviewers as 

No OPD.

Reviewer #1 Reviewer #2 Clinician Review

No OPD 16 15 15

Questionable OPD N/A N/A 2

Likely OPD 14 15 13
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Table 2.

Kinematic summary of Clinician Reviewed impacts. Twelve of thirteen (92%) Likely OPD cases occurred to 

the side and rear of the head.

Median

Clinician Review PLA PAA PLV PAV KET Direction

No OPD 15 47 2100 4.0 16 38 3 SIDE, 1 REAR, 11 FRONT

Questionable OPD 2 50 2200 3.5 13 32 2 SIDE

Likely OPD 13 61 3300 4.9 22 68 8 SIDE, 4 REAR, 1 FRONT
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